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Abstract In a temperature dependent CPT-Violating
(CPTV) axial time-like background (induced by the KalbRamond tensor field of string theory) we discuss leptogenesis
by solving the Boltzmann equation.The current work nontrivially modifies the framework of a previous phenomenological approach by the authors where the CPTV axial background was considered to be a constant (with no microscopic justification). The constant background approximation though is shown to capture the main phenomenological
features of leptogenesis. On comparing our analysis to the
related chiral magnetic effect for axial current condensates,
we conclude that the Kalb-Ramond field does not play the
role of the chiral chemical potential needed for that effect.

1 Introduction and motivation
It has been shown [1–3] that matter-antimatter asymmetry
(through leptogenesis), can occur in appropriate constant
backgrounds in the cosmological (Robertson-Walker) frame
of the early universe. Such constant backgrounds were associated with postulated axial current condensates. In the model
leptogenesis originates from tree-level decays of a heavy sterile (right-handed, Majorana) neutrino (RHN) into Standard
Model (SM) leptons, in the presence of a generic CPTV timelike axial background [2,3]. The relevant Lagrangian is given
by:

mN  c
N N + N Nc
L = LSM + i N ∂/ N −
2

/γ 5N −
yk L k ϕ̃ N + h.c.,
(1)
−N B
k

where LSM denotes the SM Lagrangian; Bμ is a CPTV background field, associated with physics beyond the SM; N is
the RHN spinor field, with (Majorana) mass m N ; N c is the
charge conjugate spinor; ϕ̃ is the adjoint (ϕ̃i = εi j ϕ j ) of the
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Higgs field ϕ; L k is a lepton (doublet) field of the SM sector,
with k a generation index; yk is a Yukawa coupling, which
is non-zero and provides a non-trivial (“Higgs portal”) interaction between the RHN and the SM sectors. For simplicity
[2,3] we restrict ourselves to the first generation (k = 1), and
set
y1 = y.

(2)

In [2,3], the model assumed that Bμ has only a non-zero temporal component with no time or space dependence (compatible with spatial homogeneity):
B0 = constant = 0 , Bi = 0 , i = 1, 2, 3.

(3)

The Lagrangian (1) then reduces to a Standard Model Extension (SME) Lagrangian in a Lorentz violating (LV) and
CPTV background [4].
In the presence of the background (3) and the Higgs portal Yukawa interactions of (1) [2,3], a lepton asymmetry is
generated due to the CP and CPTV tree-level decays of the
RHN N into SM leptons,:
Channel I :
Channel II :

N → l −h+ , ν h0,
N → l +h− , ν h0.

(4)

where ± are charged leptons, ν (ν) are light “active” neutrinos (antineutrinos) in the SM sector, h 0 is the neutral Higgs
field, and h ± are the charged Higgs fields.1 As a result of the
non-trivial B0 = 0 background (3), the decay rates of the
Majorana RHN between the channels I and II are different,
resulting in a lepton asymmetry, L T O T , which then freezes
out at a temperature TD . In [3], a detailed study of the associated Boltzmann equations for the processes in (4), and their
reciprocals, led to the result:
1

At high temperatures, above the spontaneous electroweak symmetry
breaking, the charged Higgs fields h ± do not decouple from the physical
spectrum, and play an important rôle in leptogenesis.
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B0
L T O T
 (0.016, 0.019)
, at freezeout temperature
s
mN
T = TD : m N /TD  (1.44, 1.77),
(5)
where s is the entropy density of the universe. This implies
that the phenomenologically acceptable values of the lepton
asymmetry of O(8 × 10−11 ), can then be communicated to
the baryon sector through (B–L) conserving sphaleron processes in the SM (where B is baryon number and L is lepton
number). The observed amount of baryon asymmetry (baryogenesis) in the universe, occur for values of
B0
∼ 10−9 ,
at freezeout temperature
mN
T = TD : m N /TD  (1.77, 1.44),

(6)

With a value of the Yukawa coupling (2) y ∼ 10−5 , and for
m N = O(100) TeV [2,3] we thus obtain a B0 ∼ 0.1 MeV, for
phenomenologically relevant leptogenesis to occur at TD 
(56 − 69) TeV, in our scenario. In [2,3] the microscopic
justification of the background B0 was based on speculation.
1.1 Microscopic (string-inspired) framework
A physically interesting and simple microscopic scenario for
B0 is one in which the CPT-Violating background (CPTV)
is provided by the field strength of the spin-1 antisymmetric tensor [Kalb-Ramond (KR)] field which is part of the
massless (bosonic) gravitational multiplet of strings [1,2].
The bosonic gravitational multiplet of a generic string theory consists of three fields [5]: a traceless, symmetric, spin-2
tensor field gμν , that is uniquely identified with the graviton, a spin 0 (scalar) field, the dilaton ( identified with the
trace of the graviton), and the spin-1 antisymmetric tensor
(Kalb-Ramond) field Bμν = −Bνμ . In this work we restrict
ourselves to the closed string sector, where there is a U (1)
gauge symmetry Bμν → Bμν + ∂μ θν − ∂ν θμ which characterises the target-space effective action; so in the action it
is the gauge-invariant three-form field strength of the field
Bμν , with components
Hμνρ = ∂[μ Bνρ] ,

The bosonic part of the (3+1)-dimensional effective
action, S B , in the Einstein frame is [7]3 :
SB =

2

123


√ 
d 4 x −g R − e−4 Hλμν H λμν −  + . . . ,

where G = M P−2 is the (3+1)-dimensional Newton constant
(with M P the four-dimensional Planck mass), and is related
to the string mass scale Ms via [5]: G −1 = V (n) Ms2+n , with
V (n) a compactification volume (or appropriate bulk volume
factor, in brane universe scenarios). For standard (ten spacetime dimensional) superstrings n = 6. The last term  on
the rhs of (9) represents a vacuum energy term. It can arise
either in non-critical-dimension string models [10], or from
bulk contributions in brane universe scenarios; in the latter
case, it includes anti-de-Sitter-type (negative) contributions
[11]. The . . . represent terms containing derivatives of the
dilaton field, ; is assumed [2,3] to be slowly varying at
epochs of the Universe, relevant for leptogenesis. As a first
approximation we take
 constant, and absorb it in an
appropriate normalisation of the KR field. In this approximation, the vacuum energy term  is treated as a constant
that is determined phenomenologically by requiring appropriately suppressed vacuum energy contributions.
It is known [5,7] that the KR field strength terms H 2 in
(9) can be absorbed into a generalised curvature scheme with
a “torsionful connection” [13], with the contorsion proporρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
ρ
tional to Hμν field strength,  μν = μν + Hμν =  νμ , where
ρ
ρ
μν = νμ is the torsion-free Christoffel symbol. Fermion
fields, of mass m, are minimally coupled to the contorsion
ρ
(which is proportional to Hμν ). The corresponding Dirac
term for fermions reads [2,3,17]:


ı 
√
d 4 x −g
ψγ μ D(ω)μ
2

× ψ − (D(ω)μ ψ) γ μ ψ − m ψ ψ ,



√
=
d 4 x −g ψ̄ ıγ μ ∂μ − m ψ

√
+ d 4 x −g (Fμ + Bμ ) ψ̄γ 5 γ μ ψ ,

S Dirac =

(7)

ı
ı
ωbca σ bc , σ ab = [γ a , γ b ] ,
4
2
F μ = εabcμ ebλ ∂a ecλ ,
1
μ
B μ = − e−2φ εabc H abc , J 5μ = ψ̄γ μ γ 5 ψ,
4
Da = ∂a −

(8)

In string theory, in the presence of gauge and gravitational fields,
the right-hand-side of (7) is modified by appropriate Chern–Simons
three-forms, which lead to a non-zero right-hand side of the Bianchi
identity (8), expressing gauge and gravitational anomalies [5]. We shall
not deal explicitly with such (higher derivative) terms here, as they are
not directly relevant to our leptogenesis scenario.



(9)

which appears; the symbol [. . . ] denotes complete antisymmetrisation of the respective indices. The 3-form Hμνρ satisfies, by construction, the Bianchi identity 2
∂[μ Hνρσ ] = 0.

1
2κ 2

3

(10)

In this and previous works, our conventions are as follows: space-time
metric signature (+, −, −, −), and we shall use the following represen0 σμ

tation of Dirac γ -matrices: γ μ =
, σ̄ μ =
, σμ =
σj
σ̄ μ 0

− 0
.
, γ5 = ı γ 0 γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 =
−σ j
0 
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a (x) are the vielbeins; g (x) = ea (x) η eb (x);
where eμ
μν
ab ν
μ
ηab is the Minkowski metric of the tangent space at a
space-time point with coordinates x μ ; the generalised spinconnection is: ωabμ = ωabμ + K abμ ; K abc = 21 (Hcab −
Habc − Hbca ) = − 21 Habc ; ωabμ is the standard torsionfree spin connection.4 Our convention is that Latin letters
denote tangent-space indices, while Greek letters refer to
space-time indices. In (10), we used standard properties of
the γ -matrices. For a Robertson-Walker metric gμν background, of relevance to us here, Fμ = 0, and thus we can
write the action (10) in the form:



√
d 4 x −g ψ̄ ıγ μ ∂μ − m ψ
S Dirac =

√
+ d 4 x −g Bμ ψ̄γ 5 γ μ ψ

√
Fr ee
≡ S Dirac − d 4 x −g Bμ J 5μ ,
(11)

thus yielding a minimal coupling of the Hμνρ field to the
fermion axial current.
In four space-time dimensions, the KR three-form H can
be expressed in terms of its dual pseudoscalar b(x) (KR
“axion” ) field [10,17]
1
μ
∂ μ b = − e−2φ εabc H abc ,
4

and expressing the latter in terms of a (dimensionless)
Lagrange multiplier field b(x), which eventually will correspond to the dual KR axion field:
δ(κ 2 ε μνρσ ∂μ Hνρσ ) =

×

=
×

The full effective action Se f f is given by
Se f f = S B + S Dirac .

(14)

A new form of the effective action, in terms of the KR axion
field, can be obtained as follows [17]:
• First, we formulate the path integral, which involves a
functional integration over the KR field strength H .
• We insist on the preservation of the Bianchi identity
(8) at a quantum level, via the addition of appropriate
counterterms (in a renormalisation group sense) order by
order in perturbation theory. This guarantees the conservation of the “H-torsion charge ”Q = d 3 x εi jk H i jk ,
which is implemented in the path-integral
by addinga

2
μνρσ
∂μ Hνρσ ,
δ-function constraint in the form δ κ ε
4

The spin connection is given by

ωμ ab ≡ eνa ∂μ eνb +  νμσ eσ b ,
λ =  λ the standard Christoffel symbol.
with μν
νμ

√

μ

d x −g b(x)εμνρσ ∂ H
4

νρσ



Db exp − i κ −2



√

μ

d x −g ∂ b(x)εμνρσ H
4

νρσ


,

(15)
where the second equality has been obtained by partial
integration, upon assuming that the KR field strength dies
out at spatial infinity.
• Integrating out the H -field in the path integral with the
action (14), we obtain a path integral over the Lagrange
multiplier field b(x),

Dg Dψ Dψ̄ Db exp[ı S̃e f f ],



√
1
8
= 2 d 4 x −g R + ∂σ b ∂ σ b − 
2κ
3

√
3κ 2
Fr ee
− d 4 x −g∂μ b J 5μ −
+ S Dirac
16

√
× d 4 x −g Jμ5 J 5μ .

Z=
S̃e f f

(12)

(13)

Db exp i κ −2



where ε0123 = +1, ε0123 = −1, etc. is the gravitationally
covariant totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor. From the
definition of Bμ in (10), we deduce that
B μ = ∂ μ b(x).



(16)

In realistic situations there are many fermion species ψi ,
i = 1, 2, . . . N with masses m i . Then the axial current is a
sum over species

ψ i γμ γ 5 ψi .
(17)
Jμ5 =
i

The reader should notice the appearance, in the effective action Se f f (16), of a four fermion axial-current-current
term, which is a repulsive four-fermion term, yielding deSitter type (positive) contributions to the vacuum energy,
as standard in Einstein-Cartan theories of quantum torsion,
where the latter can be integrated exactly in a path integral
[13].
1.2 Choice of background
Upon splitting the quantum field into a background, b̄(x),
and fluctuations, b̃(x),
b(x) = b̄(x) + b̃(x)

(18)

we then have for Se f f :

123
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√
8
d 4 x −g R + ∂σ b̄ ∂ σ b̄ − 
3

Fr ee
4 √
+ S Dirac − d x −g∂μ b̄ J 5μ

√
3κ 2
−
d 4 x −g Jμ5 J 5μ
16

√
8
+ 2 d 4 x −g ∂σ b̄ ∂ σ b̃
3κ

√
1
8
+ 2 d 4 x −g ∂σ b̃ ∂ σ b̃
2κ
3

√
+ d 4 x −g b̃ ∂μ J 5μ ,

Se f f =

1
2κ 2
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∂α

(20)

In this proposal we assume a (constant) temporal chiral
condensate (which respects the spatial isotropy of the
universe),
0 = const. = J 05 = ψi† γ 5 ψi .

(19)

where in the last term we performed an integration by parts,
for reasons that will become clear below.
We have now reached the point where crucial assumptions
are made which lead to a version of the standard model extension as the starting point of our recent investigations [1–3]
of leptogenesis.
• Consider (in the Robertson-Walker frame) KR-axion
backgrounds b̄(x) linear in cosmic time t, so that b̄˙ is
constant. Such backgrounds rigorously exist in bosonic
non-critical strings [10] and permit the decoupling of b̄
from b̃ (since the first term in the second line of (19)
vanishes as a total derivative (on assuming that quantum fluctuations b̃ vanish rapidly at space-time infinity).
Upon restricting ourselves to the H -background terms
of the total Lagrangian comprising of the sum of (1) and
(19), the ∂ b̄-J 5 interaction term in (19) yields the CPTViolating axial background B0 -term of the model discussed in [2,3], which leads to leptogenesis. In this way
one obtains a microscopic origin of B0 in the context of
string-inspired models.
However in our context the existence of such a background remains a postulate. The b-axion background linear in time may not constitute exact solutions for superstrings in the presence of fermions. Moreover, even if it
was an exact solution, it is not known whether one could
fine tune the associated parameters so as to guarantee
a B0 background (13) in the MeV or lower range. We
note that in the scenario of [2] that a natural mass scale
for such backgrounds is provided by the string scale Ms
itself and Ms  MeV [10].
• In [2,3], another possibility for obtaining a CPTV KR
˙
axion background, corresponding to a constant B0 (=b̄),
was proposed. This proposal involves fermionic axial
condensates, that have been conjectured to occur at the
freezeout epoch for the leptogenesis scenario of [2,3].
Indeed, in the presence of fermions, the equations of
motion for the KR background field b̄ deduced from (16),
is:

123

√  8

α
5α
= 0.
−g
∂
b̄
−
J
3κ 2

(21)

Such a condensate may characterise fermions in the
model except Majorana neutrinos [2], e.g. quarks in the
SM sector; on expanding the current in (20) about the
condensate (21), J05 = J05 + quantum fluctuations, and
on ignoring the fluctuations, we obtain from (20)
∂t

√

−g

 8

0
05
B
−
J
= 0,
3κ 2

(22)

which allows a solution (cf. (13))
3κ 2
B 0 = b̄˙ =
J0 5 = const. = 0,
8

(23)

implying a constant LV and CPTV axial background B 0
(in the Robertson-Wallker frame), as required for leptogenesis in the scenario of [2,3].
In the current-era a plethora of precision measurements
[18], imply that |B0 | < 0.01 eV (as well as much
stronger constraints for the spatial components |Bi | <
10−31 GeV). In the scenario of [2], this can be guaranteed, if it is assumed that the chiral current condensate J 05 , is destroyed at a temperature near the leptonasymmetry freezeout T  TD  105 GeV (due to some
unspecified physics beyond the SM). In that case, upon
taking into account a Robertson-Walker space-time with
scale factor a(t) ∼ T −1 at high temperatures, we obtain
from (22) a cooling ‘law’ B0 ∼ T 3 , for T  TD , which
comfortably satisfies the above constraints in the current epoch [2]: the average current temperature of the
universe is that of the Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) radiation, T0 ∼ TCMB  0.23 meV. Indeed, with
such a cooling law, taking into account that at decoupling
B0 (TD  105 GeV) = O(0.1 MeV), one finds [2]:
B0 (T0 ) = O(10−57 ) GeV.
However, the above scenario suffers both from the fact that no
concrete model was proposed for the formation of the axial
condensates5 and the related lack of clarity concerning the
nature of the phase transition leading to the disappearance of
5 Note that the four fermion axial interaction terms in (19) are repulsive,
and as such do not lead to condensate formation. Hence one could invoke
other mechanisms, e.g. through the appropriate exchange of heavy states
that may exist in string theory models. However, such models have not
been elaborated further in [3].
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the condensate soon after the freezeout; at the phase transition
the B0 background decreases with the (cubic power of the)
temperature [2,3], and, as noted above, becomes compatible
with the current-era stringent bounds of CPTV [4]. Although
the effective theory appears to be a form of Lagrangian in the
class of SME, it is important to remember that it arises from
an underlying ultra-violet complete theory.
It is the purpose of this work to offer a new resolution to
the above issues, by actually considering non-constant backgrounds B0 , obtained from the antisymmetric tensor field of
string theory as described above. This does away with the
twin requirements of formation and disappearance of axial
current condensates in our earlier works [2,3]. The cubic
dependence of temperature for the background B0 ∼ T 3
all the way from temperatures around decoupling until the
present day, is dictated by the equation of motion of the
KR-axion field in the absence of an axial-fermion-current
condensate; this temperature dependence is sufficiently mild
in the high temperature regime of interest, so that the conditions for leptogenesis considered in [3] are only slightly
modified. We shall demonstrate that leptogenesis still occurs
at decoupling temperatures of order TD  100 TeV, with
the background field, though, smaller than that considered
in [2]: B0 (TD ) = O(keV); we obtain for the currentepoch value B0 (T0 ) = O(10−59 ) GeV, which lies comfortably within the stringent current bounds of CPTV and LV
[18].
Before proceeding, we would like to mention another
important issue. Since our effective field theory appears to be
one with a chiral chemical potential provided by the KR torsion field B0 , on minimally extending the model by adding an
external magnetic field, one would be tempted to conjecture
that the conditions for the chiral magnetic effect (CME) [22]
would be satisfied; however, this is not so. The B0 field is
actually a fully-fledged axial background rather than a mere
chiral chemical potential, and it is known that such backgrounds make no contributions to the CME [23,24].6 The
CME is connected with quantum (chiral [25]) anomalies, and,
as we mentioned previously, in our string-inspired effective
theory, the field B0 is associated with the KR H-torsion. It is
well known [27,28], that the contributions of the latter can be
removed from the anomaly equation by an appropriate choice
of a renormalisation-group scheme. Hence, there should be
no physical effects of the KR torsion field B0 on the anomaly
equation, and thus on the CME.7 For completeness we shall
give a fuller discussion of CME in the appendix.
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2 Temperature-dependent background field B0 (T)
Without assuming the formation of constant chiral condensates let us consider the equation of motion (22) for the
KR-axion background field b̄(x) (13). We next replace the
condensate of the axial current in (22) by its thermal counterpart, J 0 5 T , since we assume thermal equilibrium for (high)
temperatures above decoupling of the heavy sterile neutrinos
T ≥ TD ,. Contrary to the scenario of [3], however, we shall
assume a T -dependent B0 (T ). In our cosmological scenario,
the backgrounds depend at most on cosmic time, which in
turn can be related to temperature, t = t (T ). The relationship
between the cosmic time t and temperature T depends on the
cosmological era. If we assume that the decoupling temperature TD = O(100) TeV (as was the case for the constant-B0
case of [3]) the relevant cosmological era is the radiation era.
This assumption will, a posteriori, be shown to be consistent. In the radiation era, for which the scale factor a(t) of
the universe scales as follows :
a(t)rad ∼ t 1/2 ∼ T −1 ⇒ t ∼ T −2 .

(24)
√
The metric determinant then scales in that era as −g ∝
a(t)3 ∝ T −3 .
The most general solution of (22) then, when expressed
in terms of T reads:
8
B 0 (T ) − J 0 5
3κ 2

T

constant
=√
= A T 3 ,
−g(t (T ))

(25)

where A is a constant of integration, and we took into account
that both B0 and J 0 5 T are only functions of time (or equivalently, temperature).
Our next step is to evaluate the thermal condensate of the
axial current, entering (25), using equilibrium thermodynamics in the presence of the background B0 (T ). Upon expanding
the chiral current around the thermal average (or condensate)
plus terms dependent on fermion excitation fields, ψi , we
have
J 0 5 = J 05

T



+

ψi† γ 5 ψi .

(26)

i=fermions

We shall later show that all the contributions to the thermal
current condensate exactly cancel. The fermion part of the
Lagrangian reads:
LF =


√
−g ψ̄ ıγ μ ∂μ − m − (B0 (T )
− μ5 (T ))γ 0 γ 5 + μ(T )γ 0 ψ + . . . ,

(27)

6

Explicitly, constant backgrounds, unlike the chemical potentials,
change the fermion dispersion relation. This is a crucial difference.

with

7

If the CME had been present then this would have opened up the possibility of a new mechanism for leptogenesis due to primordial magnetic
fields.

μ5 (T ) =

3κ 2 05
J
8

T,

(28)

123
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and the . . . denoting four fermion interactions (cf. (19)). For
reasons that will be clarified in the appendix, we have also
added a chemical potential μ(T ) for the fermions. In phenomenologically realistic situations, μ is taken to be nonzero only for the quark fields of the SM; since lepton number
is not conserved, the lepton chemical potentials are zero.
As we shall demonstrate below, in the absence of external
electromagnetic fields,
J 05

= 0.

T

(29)

To evaluate J05 T we concentrate on the free part of the
Lagrangian (27), ignoring the four-fermion axial-currentcurrent interactions appearing in (19); the current-current
interactions are suppressed by the gravitational coupling
κ 2 ∝ M P−2 (with M P the Planck mass). This suppression is
essential in obtaining the dispersion relation for the fermion
fields -it will be convenient to consider a generic fermion
of mass m with helicity λ (and chemical potential μ in the
thermal distribution):
E=



[ p + λ B0 ]2 + m 2 .

(30)

Taking the massless limit, m → 0, appropriate for the
high temperature regime T  TD = O(100) TeV, we have
E = | p + λB0 |.

(31)

For anti-particles the corresponding dispersion relation is
obtained from (31) by the replacement E → −E. The
antiparticles are also characterised by the substitution μ,
μ5 → −μ, −μ5 .
The thermally-averaged axial current J05 T is the sum
over all fermion species (leptons and quarks) (cf. (17)), hence
we obtain for its thermal average
J05 T

=



ψ γ ψi
†

5

T

i

  eq
eq
eq
eq
(n L − n̄ L ) − (n R − n̄ R )
=−
i,λ



d 3 p  eq
f (E L , μ L )
(2π )3
i,λ

− f eq (E L , −μ L ) − (L ↔ R) ,

=−

i,λ

(32)

where n eq (n̄ eq ) is the (thermal equilibrium) number density of particles (anti-particles), and the sum is still over
all fermion species i, and over both helicities λ = ±1.
The (left-(L), right-(R)handed) thermal distributions are
1
, and μ L(R) =
f (E L ,R , μ L ,R ), with f (E, μ) = E−μ
e

T

+1

μ − (+)μ5 . It is straightforward to see from (32), then,
that there is an exact cancellation among the various terms

123

appearing on the right-hand side, since in the massless chiral
fermion case the right-handed and left-handed particles swap
over when considering the opposite helicity. Hence, the thermal expectation value of the axial current (32) vanishes (29).
In the presence of external electromagnetic fields, though,
this is not the case, due to (quantum) chiral anomalies, as we
shall discuss later on in the appendix.
Therefore the thermal current expectation value does not
contribute to B0 (T ) and the temperature dependence of the
background field behaves like,
B0 (T )  A T 3 ,

A≡

3κ 2 
A,
8

(33)

where the constant A will be determined by the boundary
condition B0 (T = TD ∼ 100 TeV), which in turn is given
by the requirement of the production of phenomenologically
acceptable values for lepton asymmetry.
Before proceeding to leptogenesis, we comment at this
stage on the approximate constancy of the background b̄
in the lepton-asymmetry decoupling era, when T  TD ∼
105 GeV, as implied by the scaling (33). From (24), we can
easily evaluate its rate of change with the cosmic time as
measured in (natural) units of M P−1 :
M P−1

H (t)
b̄˙
= −3
 1, T (t)  TD ,
b
MP

(34)

where H (t) is the Hubble rate, and we took into account
that this is much smaller than M P during the leptogenesis
era.8 Thus, our assumption of treating B0 as approximately
constant when evaluating the lepton asymmetry (as we shall
do in the following section), appears to be self consistent.

3 Leptogenesis
In this section we proceed to solving the system of the pertinent Boltzmann equations that will allow a determination
of the abundance of the heavy neutrino and the lepton asymmetry [3]. The two Boltzmann equations, of relevance to us
here, are given below for the decay processes into the charged
leptons N ↔ l − h + and N ↔ l + h + , as well as the decay
processes into the neutral leptons N ↔ νh 0 and N ↔ ν̄h 0 .
The heavy neutrino Boltzmann equation is given by,
d Ȳ N
+ P(x)Ȳ N = Q(x),
dx
mN
x≡
<1
T
8

In models based on string theory/Grand Unification (GUT) we note
that H = O(10−4 − 10−5 ) M P during the GUT era, T ∼ 1014 −
1016 GeV, after the inflation exit.
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P(x) = 2a 2 x 10/3 1 − 0.3909x 2 + 0.2758x 4 ,

+ 0.0025x 4 + 0.0068x 13/3 − 0.0046x 19/3
+ 0.0031x 25/3 − 0.0007x 31/3

0.0724e|y|2 M P
a ≡
 2.2763
168g N π m N


Q(x) = 2b2 x 10/3 1 − 0.5668x 2 + 0.3749x 4 ,
2

+ 0.0002x 37/3 ) + 0.0123 ,

0.0957|y|2 M P
 0.028.
168(2π )3 m N

b2 ≡

(35)

The lepton asymmetry Boltzmann equation is given by,
dL
+ J (x)L = K (x),
x <1
dx


J (x) = ω2 x 10/3 1 − 0.5668x 2 + 0.3749x 4 ,

L(x) = IL (x)

0.0362e|y|2 M P
 1.1381,
84gl π m N

K (x) = ν 2 x 13/3 (1 − 0.2385x 2 − 0.3538x 4 )Ȳ N (x)
−σ x

(1 − 0.1277x − 1.4067x ) − δ
2

0.1041e|y|2 M P
 6.5459,
84g N π m N
0.0479|y|2 M P
 0.0281,
σ2 ≡
84(2π )3 m N
21.4104 gl
 0.038.
δ2 ≡
84 π 2 e

4



−1

2

x

d x̃ K (x̃)IL (x̃).

(40)

where the integrating factor is given by,

ω2 ≡

2 13/3

where the constant of integration was found by taking the
limit x → 0 and equating the above expression to the equilibrium abundance Ȳ N (x → 0) → 0.0123. The lepton asymmetry Boltzmann equation is solved in a very similar way;
the general solution is given by

B0 (x)
mN

IL (x) = exp



x

d x̃ J (x̃)



= D̃ exp 0.2626x 13/3 − 0.1019x 19/3 + 0.0512x 25/3 .

(41)

ν2 ≡

(36)

where for 0 < x < 1 the solution for B0 (x) is given by (33):
B0 = A T 3 =

x −3 ,

≡ A m 3N .

(37)

This is the modification from the analysis given in [3]. The
integrating factor method (for a linear first order differential
equation) is used to solve the set of differential equations.
For the heavy neutrino the general solution is given by,
Ȳ N (x) =

I N−1 (x)



x

d x̃ I N (x̃)Q(x̃),

(38)

the integrating factor is calculated to be,

I N (x) = D exp x 13/3 (1.0506 − 0.281x 2 + 0.1507x 4 ) .
(39)
where during the proceeding calculating the exponential
from the integrating factor is expanded to first order. The
general solution for the heavy neutrino Boltzmann equation
is given by,

Ȳ N (x < 1)  1 − x 13/3 (1.0506 − 0.281x 2 + 0.1507x 4 )

× x 13/3 (0.0129 − 0.005x 2

Again when using the integrating factor, the expression is
simplified by expanding the exponential to first order in the
calculation of the integral appearing in the general solution.
The general solution is given by,

L(x < 1)  1 − x 13/3 (0.2626 − 0.1019x 2 + 0.0512x 4 )

× 0.019x −2 + 0.0182x 7/3 − 0.0027x 13/3 + 0.0014x 19/3
+ 0.002x 20/3 − 0.0023x 26/3 + 0.0013x 32/3
− 0.004x 11 + 0.0001x 38/3 + 0.0028x 13 − 0.0001x 44/3
− 0.0005x 15 − 0.0038x 46/3 + C0

mN

,

(42)

the expression above has been truncated to the same order
as the solution for the heavy neutrino abundance. The final
constant of integration (C0 ) is found by equating the lepton
asymmetry equilibrium abundance to the Boltzmann solution
(Leq (x P )  L(x P )) evaluated at a point x P < 1.
Leq (x)  0.0455

B0 (x)
x,
mN

B0 (x) 

x −3 ,

(43)

where the lepton symmetry equilibrium abundance is the difference between the leptons of helicity λ = −1 and the antileptons of helicity λ = +1. Once a point x P is chosen we
perform a [7, 7] diagonal Padé expansion around this point
for the two Boltzmann equation solutions (L(x < 1) and
Ȳ N (x < 1)) in order to study the regime of x = x D ≥ 1. The
observable lepton asymmetry is then calculated by,
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Table 1 A table showing the different values of the constant and the
background field B0 with respect to different expansion points x P at
the decoupling value of x D = 1
xP

(keV)

mN

B0 (x D )(keV)

0.50

3.6 × 10−12

0.36

0.36

0.75

5.9 × 10−12

0.59

0.59

0.90

7.4 × 10−12

0.74

0.74

Bi < 10−31 GeV; so even a boost by small velocities, due to
a difference of the laboratory frame with respect to the cosmological frame, will still yield spatial components within
the above limits.
However, in contrast to the standard SME case, where B0
appears only as a background field coupled to axial fermion
currents, in our microscopic formulation there is also a cosdue to
mological vacuum energy density contribution ρ BD.E.
0
˙
the kinetic term of the b̄ ≡ B field in the Lagrangian (19):
0

Table 2 A table showing the different values of the background field
B0 in the temperature regimes where the quarks fall out of equilibrium
(first line) and the value today (second line)
T (eV)

x

B0 (eV)

173 × 109

578

(1.9 − 3.8) × 10−6

2.4 × 10−4

4.2 × 1017

(4.9 − 10.0) × 10−51

L P (x D = 1, x P < 1)
L T otal
=
 8 × 10−11 ,
=q
s
mN
2Ȳ NP (x D = 1, x P < 1)
(44)
where q is a number that differs depending on the expansion
point x P . Equating this result to the phenomenological value
we obtain a range of values for the constant depending on
the chosen point x P , the value of decoupling is x D = 1. The
results are given in table 1.
Compared to the case of constant B0 studied in [3], we
observe that the LV and CPTV value of the background field
B0 at decoupling TD = O(100) TeV, which yields phenomenologically acceptable lepton asymmetry in the universe is smaller, is in the keV range.

4 Current-era magnitude of CPTV Background and
Vacuum (Dark) Energy Contributions
In this section, the magnitude of the background field is studied for temperatures below the point of decoupling T < TD
(which correspond to x > 1). The quarks fall out of equilibrium at x  578. For larger x values the current expectation
value vanishes. The x-value today is x = x0  4.2 × 1017 .
The behaviour of the background field around the point of
decoupling and beyond is given by,
B0 (x) 

x −3 ,

 (0.36 − 0.74) keV,

(45)

where the constant was found using the leptogenesis calculation. The results are shown in Table 2.
These values indicate that the current value of the “torsion”
LV and CPTV field B0 lies comfortably within the current
bounds [18], B0 < 0.01 eV and (for the spatial components)

123

ρ BD.E.
(x) =
0

M2
M2
4
∂μ b̄ ∂ μ b̄ = P B02 (x) = P
2
3κ
6π
6π

2

x −6 .
(46)

As we see from Table (2), such dark energy contributions (scaling with the temperature as T 6 ) assume the value
(x D = 1)  (0.5 − 1.9) × 10−52 M P4 at decoupling
ρ BD.E.
0
x D = 1 (i.e. TD = O(105 ) GeV), while today yield a vac(x0 )  10−158 M P4 today,
uum energy density of order ρ BD.E.
0
which is well within the cosmologically observed current
value 10−122 M P4 [29].

5 Conclusions
In this work we have generalised our previous study of leptogenesis based on a constant LV and CPTV time-like axial
background to the important case of a torsion background
varying with the temperature of the early universe. The torsion is provided here by the antisymmetric tensor (KalbRamond) spin-one field of the massless bosonic multiplet
of closed string theory. The phenomenology of our leptogenesis though, remains largely unchanged from the constant
background case, and is consistent with the stringent constraints from the current epoch on LV and CPTV, as well as
with cosmological constraints on the vacuum energy density.
We should note that within the SME framework, there
have been previous suggestions [30] for direct baryogenesis due to LV and CPTV terms in the the effective action,
which induce “effective chemical potentials”, say for quarks.
In the presence of a chemical potential, the equilibrium populations of quarks and antiquarks are already different within
thermal equilibrium, since the phase-space distribution functions between particles and antiparticles are different. In
principle, such scenarios in the SME context, can lead to
alternative explanations for the observed matter-antimatter
asymmetry, provided that detailed mechanisms for freezeout of particle interactions are provided. However, in [30] no
microscopic models leading to such SME Lagrangians have
been provided, and moreover, for phenomenologically relevant baryogenesis, one needs non-minimal higher derivative
LV and CPTV fermionic interactions with tensorial backgrounds in the pertinent SME Lagrangian.
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By contrast, our model involves baryogenesis via leptogenesis, through a minimal coupling of fermions to the KR
axion field b(x), which exists in the massless gravitational
multiplet of the underlying string theory model; hence our
model has a microscopic justification. Moreover, the induced
CPTV arises naturally as a background solution which spontaneously breaks Lorentz symmetry, with the massless KR
axion being the corresponding Goldstone boson [10]. Lorentz
symmetry is considered as spontaneously broken, since the
underlying string theory and the corresponding low-energy
effective actions (16) are both Lorentz (and CPT) invariant.
According to the general discussion in [31] it is the breaking
of Lorentz symmetry which in turn induces CPT violation
. The leptogenesis in our model occurs through CP decays
of Majorana neutrinos in the LV and CPTV KR axion background, as we have discussed. The related baryogenesis is
assumed to take place through subsequent sphaleron processes in the SM sector of the effective theory, which violate
both Baryon (B) and Lepton (L) number, but preserve the
difference B-L.
We would also like to compare briefly our results with
those of the work of [33]. In that reference, an effective couμ
pling between the lepton number current JL and a timedependent massive axion field, has been introduced as a
means of inducing leptogenesis through chiral anomalies.
For a time-dependent axion field, this coupling breaks time
translation invariance and, thus, generates an effective chemical potential for leptons and anti-leptons. The presence of
this effective chemical potential allows the generation of a
lepton asymmetry by means of right-handed-neutrino mediated L = 2 scattering processes. The model of [33] might
be seen as constituting a particular realization of the “spontaneous baryogenesis” scenario of [34], in which a hypothesized neutral scalar field, called “thermion”, ϕ, couples to
μ
the baryon current J B (or any other current not orthogonal to
μ
it, such as the B-L current) via a derivative coupling ∂μ ϕ J B .
The thermion is assumed to develop a slowly varying time
derivative, as the Universe cools, and this appears as an effective CPT breaking, which contributes to baryon asymmetry.
In [34] the thermion has been connected with the Goldstone
boson of an approximate global U(1) symmetry at a certain
temperature; hence the thermion also has a small mass, like
the axion field of [33].
Our KR axion b(x) exhibits a similar behaviour to the
above axion and thermion fields, in that it has a non-trivial
coupling to a fermion axial current, and is slowly varying
in time, which is an essential feature of our study. However,
in contrast to the scenarios of [33,34], our model involves
a massless axion that arises from the bosonic gravitational
string multiplet, and the associated leptogenesis is due to
tree level CP violating decays of RHN in the presence of
Lorentz and CPT Violating backgrounds of the KR axion
field. The derivative of the KR axion couples to the axial
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fermionic current Jμ5 of all fermion species, including RHN,
as a consequence of the geometrical interpretation of the KR
axion field as effective torsion [17]. However, we do not
make explicit use of the chiral anomaly to calculate the lepton asymmetry; the coupling of the KR axion to the RHN
current is non-trivial due to the gravitational anomalies that
the RHN current is assumed to have - other gauge anomalies
in extensions of the SM derived from string theory can also
play a rôle, but the specific details of the anomalies are not
relevant for our phenomenological scenarios.
Another important feature of our model for baryogenesis
through leptogenesis is that a single RHN species suffices
to produce phenomenologically relevant lepton asymmetry.
However, if one insists on seesaw-like scenarios for generating masses in the active neutrinos of the standard model,
then at least two generations of RHN are needed. In such
a case, it is interesting to examine whether there may be
some resonant phenomena, within our CPTV scenario, in the
case of nearly mass degenerate RHNs, which could enhance
the induced lepton asymmetry (just as in the corresponding resonant leptogenesis models of [36].9 ) If such resonant
phenomena were in operation in extensions of our model
with more flavours of (nearly degenerate) RHN, then, one
would need much weaker CPTV KR-axion backgrounds to
generate the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry in the
Universe, than the ones discussed in the current work and in
[2,3]. We plan to investigate such important issues in a future
work.
Before closing, we would like to remark that during the
leptogenesis era, there might be present primordial external
magnetic fields, which can also lead to leptogenesis, however
via mechanisms which are distinct from the one in our work
[42]. In the presence of a chiral chemical potential μ5 , that
is a difference of the chemical potentials μ L − μ R between
left(L)- and right(R)-handed spinors, it is known that one has
an induced electric current proportional to the magnetic field
intensity, the phenomenon of CME [22]. In addition to primordial eras, of relevance to leptogenesis, systems such as
neutron stars or a hot QCD quark-gluon (QG) plasma with
external magnetic fields show the CME. Given that our temperature dependent axial background (torsion) field B0 (T )
survives until today, and its coupling to a chiral fermion current in the effective action has the apparent form of a chiral
chemical potential term, albeit temperature dependent, it is
natural to examine whether the axial background B0 has any
effect on the CME.

9

We also mention, for completion, that resonant phenomena, enhancing the induced CPT violation, are encountered in (the exotic) scenarios of quantum-gravity-induced CPTV in models of entangled states
of two (nearly degenerate in mass) neutral mesons propagating in a
quantum-fluctuating, stochastic and decoherening, space-time gravitational (“foamy”) environment [41].
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This question is examined in the appendix. As we shall see,
though, in our case, the CME is not generated by the presence of the axial KR background B0 (which in this respect
plays a rôle analogous to an external axial vector potential
that is known not to contribute to CME [23,24]). The noncontribution of the B0 field to the CME in our case should
also be expected from:
1. the fact that the phenomenon has its origin [22] in the
chiral anomalies of quantum field theory [25]
2. the rôle of the B0 KR field as a torsion in the low-energy
string effective action
3. the well-known result [27,28] that torsion contributions
to the anomaly equation are removable by the addition
of appropriate local counterterms (in a renormalisation
group sense) to the corresponding effective action. Physical effects, such as the CME, should thus be free from
such ambiguities.
This result invalidates any arguments [46] in favour of
the axial background B0 playjng a rôle in the generation of
instabilities and thus magnification of the magnetic fields in
neutron stars, though it must be said that the KR torsion might
play a non-trivial rôle in the dynamo equation for the generation of magnetic fields [48], and thus affect their strength in
a way independent of the CME.10 We hope to come back to
a discussion of such effects in a future work.
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We remark at this point that the claimed CME-like effect in ref. [48],
due to the axial component of the (generic) torsion, Tμ = μνρσ K νρσ ,
with K νρσ the contorsion tensor, arises because of an extension of the
torsionful model considered in that work, which entails the replacement
of the partial derivative ∂μ in the divergence of the axial current entering the anomaly equation by the quantity Dμ = ∂μ − ı Tμ . However,
such a prescription is not available within the framework of our current
work, where the anomaly equation has the form (A.7) (see appendix).
The gravitational covariant derivative entering the divergence of the
axial four-current in the anomaly equation in a curved space-time is
necessarily torsion free, for symmetry reasons, as we will discuss in the
appendix.
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Appendix A: Torsion, anomalies and chiral magnetic
effect
In this appendix we are interested in examining whether our
UV complete microscopic model which has a B0 that formally plays the rôle of a chiral chemical potential μ5 displays
a chiral magnetic effect [22]. The answer to this question is
negative, as expected for reasons stated in the concluding
section of the article. Here we give some details towards a
mathematical proof within the framework of the low-energy
effective quantum field theories obtained from strings.
It will be instructive to first review briefly the CME phenomenon in the QG plasma case [22]. Consider the (3+1)dimensional flat-space-time, finite-density massless quark
Lagrangian in the presence of a finite chemical potential μ
and a finite chiral chemical potential μ5 which we will denote
by

Lquarks 

⎛
d 4 x ⎝μ





qi† qi + μ5

i=quarks

⎞
qi† γ 5 qi ⎠ .

i=quarks

(A.1)
The chiral anomaly implies that the the corresponding chiral
current density J 5 μ is not conserved, but its divergence is
given by the so-called axial anomaly [25], which in the case
of interest is restricted only to include electromagnetic terms
with Maxwell field strength Fμν = ∂μ Aν − ∂ν Aμ (with
Aμ denoting the U(1) gauge potential, corresponding to the
μν = 1 μναβ F αβ (with  0123 =
photon field), and its dual F
2
+1 in our conventions):
∂μ J 5 μ =

2
e2

μν = e E · B,
F
F
μν
8 π2
2 π2

(A.2)

 is the electric (magwhere e is the electron charge, and E (B)
netic) field respectively, which will be taken to be external in
our discussion.
Integrating over 3-space, we may rewrite (A.2) in terms
of the rate of change of the chirality N5 = N R − N L [22]:
d N5
e2 μ5
μ5
=
dt
2 π2




d 3 x E · B.

(A.3)

In arriving at (A.3) we took into account that the chiral
chemical potential μ5 is the energy required to change a
left handed fermion into a right handed one, which equivalently is the energy required to move a particle from the
left handed Fermi surface and place it onto the right-handed
one. If μ L(R) = μ ∓ μ5 denotes the corresponding chemical potentials of the left(right) handed fermions, the above
process costs an energy [22] μ R − μ L = 2μ5 , and this will
change the chirality N5 by 2. For an infinitesimal change d N5
of the chirality then, the corresponding cost in energy is given
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by μ5 d N5 , whose rate is then given by (A.3). Conservation
of energy, implies that this amount must be compensated by
the power of the electric field present in the system, which
in terms of the electric current density j E is provided by
 thereby leading (on account of (A.3)) to:
d 3 x j E · E,


d N5
e2 μ5
d 3 x j E · E = μ5
=
dt
2 π2




d 3 x E · B.

(A.4)

Taking into account the limiting case of a vanishing electric
field E → 0 (so that the magnitude of E does not depend
on x, or alternatively assuming a uniform finite electric field)
 one
and taking the direction of E → 0 to be parallel to B,
arrives at the CME, namely the space integral of an electrical
current d 3 x j E = JE is proportional to the space integral
of the magnetic field B with the proportionality coefficient
being given by the chiral chemical potential μ5 :
e2 μ5
d N5
=
JE = μ5
dt
2 π2



d 3 x B =

2α
μ5
π



d 3 x B .
(A.5)

μναβ
e2
μν − 1 R μναβ (ω) 
Fμν F
R
2
2
8π
192 π
(ω) ≡ G(A, ω),
(A.7)

∇μ J 5 μ =

where the overline over a quantity denotes the presence of torsion, and ω = ω + H denotes (schematically) the torsionful
connection, with ω the torsion-free connection and H the KR
field strength which plays the rôle of (totally antisymmetric)
torsion. The quantity ∇μ denotes the gravitational covariant derivative, with respect to the torsion-free connection.
(The reader should notice that there is no H -torsion contribution to the covariant four-divergence of a four-vector, due
μν =
to symmetry reasons.) The duals are now defined as F
ρσ

1√
1√
ρσ
, with
2 −g μνρσ F , and R αβμν = 2 −g μνρσ R αβ
g the determinant of the metric corresponding to a (torsionfree) Riemann curvature tensor Rμνρσ . In fact, in differential
form notation (which we use below for the sake of brevity),
the gravitational part of the anomaly is given by [17]




Tr R(ω) ∧ R(ω) = Tr R(ω) ∧ R(ω)
 

2
+ d Tr H ∧ R) + H ∧ D H + H ∧ H ∧ H ,
3

(A.8)

The appearance of the fine structure constant α = e2 /4π
as a proportionality factor indicates the quantum nature of
the phenomenon and is consistent with its connection to the
chiral anomaly. In addition, there is an induced chiral current,
which is proportional to the chemical potential μ [22,50]:
eμ
J 5 =
2 π2



d 3 x B .

(A.6)

These effects has been defined in several independent ways
in [22], including finite temperature T = 0 formulations, and
thus it was argued that CME is independent of temperature
for T -independent μ5 and μ.11 Such an effect might have
important phenomenological implications for the QG plasma
physics [22].
We now come to our case. First we remark that, in string
effective actions [7,17], the (totally antisymmetric) torsion
interpretation of the H -field is valid to order α  (quartic in
derivatives) in an expansion in powers of the Regge slope. In
such a torsionful curved space-time, as relevant for our cosmological case, any chiral anomaly that might characterise
our system will also involve the generalised (torsionful) Riemann curvature tensor R μνρσ (ω) and its dual [17],
11

It was also argued in [22] that CME is also independent of the fermion
mass, and hence the effect can also characterise massive fermions; however this latter statement may not be correct. There are subtleties if a
finite fermion mass is present [24,46]. At any rate, for our interests here,
the CME will be studied for high temperatures, above the electroweak
phase transition where the fermions are massless.

where d is the exterior derivative, D denotes the (torsionfree) gravitational covariant exterior form, D Va = dVa +
ωab ∧ Vb , and the trace Tr is taken over tangent space (Latin)
a

b

a

indices a, b, ..., i.e. Tr R b (ω) ∧ R a (ω), with R b (ω) =
a
1
a
c
a
μ
ν
2 R μν b d x ∧ d x = d ω b + ωc ∧ ω b , etc., in a standard differential form notation, where the indices a, b, c . . .
are raised and lowered by the Minkowski metric. On the
other hand, in order to maintain the conventional U (1) gauge
invariance, the Maxwell field strength should be defined as
in standard electrodynamics [17], with respect to the normal
derivative (in form language F = dA, obeying the Bianchi
identity dF = 0).
It is well known [27,28] that the torsion contributions
(A.8) to the anomaly (A.7) may be removed by the addition
of local counterterms (in the standard renormalisation-group
sense) to the effective action, provided that the chiral current
couples to a gauge field, which is the case of interest here.12
Hence, the anomaly becomes dependent only on the
torsion-free spin connection ω,
e2
μν − 1 Rμναβ (ω)
Fμν F
8 π2
192 π 2
μναβ

R
(ω) ≡ G(A, ω).
∇μ J 5 μ =

(A.9)

12

An alternative way to see this, is to observe that the torsion contributions to the gravitational part of the anomaly, (A.8), assume a total
exterior derivative (closed) form. This implies that one can appropriately redefine the axial current by such torsion dependent terms [51],
to arrive at a new gauge and Lorentz-invariant current, whose anomaly
equation is torsion free.
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This will define a specific form of the low-energy effective
action, which we restrict our attention to in this work. In fact,
as shown in [17], and discussed briefly in Sect. 1, imposing
to all orders the constraint on the conservation of the torsion
charge (15), is equivalent to the addition of specific counterterms, which leads to the dual effective action (16) in terms
of the Lagrange multiplier KR-axion field b(x).13
Thus, a QED effective action (in the concrete case the
fermions are charged under electromagnetism) in a spacetime with a torsionful connection, is equivalent to a QED
action (16) in a space time without torsion but with a dynamical KR axion field. The latter contains a dimension six fourfermion operator and a dimension five operator that couples the derivative of the b-field to the axial fermion current.
By partial integration, then, this dimension-five term in the
effective Lagrangian yields a coupling of the b field to the
anomaly G(A, ω) (A.9) without torsion. Since the torsion
contributions to the anomaly are thus ambiguous, removable
by an appropriate choice of counterterms, one should not
expect any contribution of B0 to the CME, which as discussed
above (cf. (A.3), (A.5)), is linked to the chiral anomaly. This
is indeed what happens, as follows from the rôle of B0 as an
axial background, which is known not to contribute to CME
[23,24], as we now review briefly, for completeness.
To this end, we first remark that, for a Robertson-Walker
 term in (A.9) van(RW) cosmological backgound, the R R

13

Some important comments are in order at this point, for clarity and
completeness. First of all, we stress that in this work we are concerned
with a specific kind of (totally antisymmetric) torsion induced by the
KR field, H = dB, for which one has the Bianchi identity d  H = 0,
imposed exactly at a quantum level via the constraint (15) (conservation
of the torsion charge) [17]. It is for this KR torsion that the anomaly
has the form (A.7). For a generic torsion, however, defined (in the language of differential forms) as [13]: Ta = dea + ωab ∧ eb = Kba ∧ eb ,
with K the contorsion tensor, there are [53] additional topological
contributions to the index of the Dirac operator, and hence the chiral
anomaly, which should be added on the right-hand-side of (A.7).These
extra terms are proportional to the Nieh-Yan topological density [56]:
N = Ta ∧ Ta − R(ω)ab ∧ ea ∧ eb = d(ea ∧ Ta ). This is a divergent
term, requiring proper regularisation, and in [53] it was claimed that any
regulator dependence can be properly absorbed in rescalings of the vielbein, so that there are non-trivial contributions of torsion to the anomaly,
coming from N . However, there is currently a debate [57] as to whether
such contributions can survive the removal of the regulator. (It is worth
remarking though that, as a result of the total exterior derivative form
of N , its contribution to the anomaly shares a similar fate with that of
the H-torsion (A.8.) Namely, it can be absorbed in a redefined current,
depending on torsion, whose anomaly equation is torsion free [51]). Fortunately, for our string-inspired KR torsion model such ambiguities do
not arise. The Nieh-Yan invariant vanishes identically in this case, due
to the Bianchi identity constraint (15); indeed, in terms of the torsion Ta ,
this constraint can be expressed as 0 = dH = d(ea ∧Ta ) = N , where
we took into account that H ∝ ea ∧ Ta . Upon neglecting the Nieh-Yan
invariant, then, one can unambiguously find appropriate counterterms
[27], taking into account (A.8), to express [28] the index of the torsionful Dirac operator, and thus the anomaly (A.7), in terms of torsion-free
quantities (A.9), as discussed above.
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ishes identically.14 Hence, for cosmological RW space-times
the axial anomaly is determined only by its gauge-field part.
One can therefore discuss the CME in our context by a
straightforward extension of the flat space-time case.
It suffices for our purposes, to restrict our attention to
a local frame, where the expansion of the Universe can be
ignored (this would be the case if one is interested in examining the effects of B0 on CME during the leptogenesis era, or
in a QG plasma [22,23] or neutron star situation [46]). In the
absence of an explicit μ5 term, i.e. setting μ5 = 0 as we have
done before, we observe from the effective action (19), that,
at least naively, the background field B0 = b̄˙ seems to play a
rôle analogous to a chiral chemical potential, which however
is in general temperature dependent, as we have discussed in
this work. If one adds a chemical potential μ5 term, in order
to capture local in space-time effects of the QG plasma, as
in [22], then, as we have discussed in section 2 (cf. Eq. (27)),
this will appear in the combination of an effective chemical
potential
μeff
5 ≡ μ5 − B0 (T ),

(A.10)

and one naively would expect a CME (A.5), with μ5 replaced
by μeff
5 (A.10).
However, as argued in [23,24], with different methods
between these two works, the axial vector potential B0 does
not contribute to CME, and instead one has (A.5), even if
B0 = 0 is present. The subtlety lies in the fact that, in the
presence of a background field B0 , as we have discussed
above (see (30)), the dispersion relations for the fermions are
affected non-trivially by the presence of B0 , which differentiate it from a mere chiral chemical potential, and, moreover,
there are subtleties in the ordering of taking the massless limit
m → 0. As discussed in [24], it is important that we take the
massless (chiral) limit m → 0 at the end of the computation, that is first, one should assume massive fermions, in the
presence of a B0 = 0, solve the corresponding Dirac equation, and only at the end take the limit m → 0. Should had
one started, instead, with the chiral Lagrangian for massless
quarks from the beginning, and then turned on an external
vector time-like potential, B0 = 0, the appearance of B0 con14

In fact, it is only the gravitational-wave type fluctuations that contribute to the (torsion-free) Riemann-curvature-dependent part of the
anomaly (A.9), which can then lead to interesting scenarios for leptogenesis, different from our approach here [58]. Moreover, graviton

fluctuations in the R(ω) R(ω)
gravitational parts of the anomaly (A.9)
might play an important rôle in radiative Majorana mass generation
for the right-handed neutrinos, as explained in [59]. This occurs upon
coupling the KR axion to ordinary axion fields, through kinetic mixing, with the ordinary axions coupling in turn to right-handed Majorana
neutrinos via axion-shift-symmetry breaking Yukawa couplings. In this
sense, the anomaly may be important in generating dynamically the
mass scale for the right handed neutrinos m N itself, that plays a pivotal
rôle in our leptogenesis scenario [2,3].
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tributions to the CME (through (A.10)) would have occurred,
which, however, would not be correct from the point of view
of energy conservation [23].
Let us briefly review the situation below, following the
relativistic quantum mechanics analysis of [24], adopted to
our case. Let us consider for concreteness the Dirac equation
for a charged fermion of mass m, which initially is taken non
zero, in an external homogeneous and isotropic (i.e. constant) magnetic field, of intensity B, along the z direction,
and a time-like axial potential B0 = 0, assumed also constant for brevity (any mild temperature dependence, as is our
cosmological case, will not affect the conclusions). The Dirac
Lagrangian is given by (11) with the additional term describing the coupling of the charged fermions to the external electromagnetic potential, Aμ = (0, 0, B x, 0), corresponding
to the (constant) magnetic field of intensity B along the z
direction:


√
d 4 x −g ψ̄ γ μ (ı ∂μ
S Dirac =


√
+ qe Aμ ) − m ψ − d 4 x −g B0 ψ̄ γ 0 γ 5 ψ .
(A.11)

E 2 = (E0 − s B0 )2 + m 2 , E0 =



pz2 + 2 qe B n,

n = 0, 1, . . . , s = ±1,

(A.15)

with pz the longitudinal momentum of the (charged) fermion
along the magnetic field, qe is the electric charge, s = ±1 is
the discrete quantum number associated with the spin operator’ [24]). When taking the square root in (A.15) to evaluate the energy E, the overall sign of E is associated with
particles (+) or antiparticles (-). We shall consider for our
purposes here the lowest Landau level n = 0, as the higher
levels do not contribute to the induced CME [24]. In that case
the energy (A.15), can be written as

E (n=0) = ± (| pz | ∓ B0 )2 + m 2

= ± ( pz − B0 )2 + m 2 ,

(A.16)

where in the last equality on the right-hand side, the two
values of s = ±1 have been absorbed in | pz |, which now can
be written as (the algebraically valued) pz . The reader should
notice that, in the case of the lowest level n = 0, one has one
spin state of the charged fermion [24,60]. In the massless
limit m → 0, one has from (A.16), for n = 0,

The detailed solution of the Dirac equation of [24,60],
yields for the wave function of the fermion

E (n=0) = ±| pz − B0 | ≡ ±E,

(x),
ψ(t, x, y, z) = e−i Et+i p y y+i pz z ψ

which the reader should compare with the m → 0 limit of the
dispersion relation (30), where the rôle of s(= +1) is played
by the helicity λ(= +1), the latter defined as the projection
of the spin vector in the direction of momentum. Here the
direction of the momentum is parallel to the magnetic field,
which has been taken to lie along the z-axis.
Considering the n = 0 and m → 0 limiting case in
(A.14), we then observe that, in order to avoid solutions
with negative-index Hermite polynomials, one should set
C1 = C3 = 0, which implies:

(A.12)

where the bispinor ψ̃(x) is given by [24]
⎛

⎞
C1 u n−1 (ξ )
 q B 1/4
⎜
⎟
(x) = ⎜ ıC2 u n (ξ ) ⎟ , u n (ξ ) = e
ψ
⎝ C3 u n−1 (ξ )⎠
π
ıC4 u n (ξ )

ξ 2 Hn (ξ )
py
, n = 0, 1, . . . , ξ = qe B x + √
e− 2 √
,
n
qe B
2 n!
(A.13)

(A.17)

(−E + pz − B0 ) C2 = 0 ⇒
E = pz − B0 , C2 = 0, C4 = 0,

(A.18)

with Hn (ξ ) Hermite polynomials. The constants (“spin coefficients” [24,60]) Ci , i = 1, . . . 4, obey the equations (for
concreteness, below we restrict ourselves to particles):

(−E − pz + B0 ) C4 = 0 ⇒


2 qe B n C2,4 + m C3,1 = 0,

(−E ± pz ∓ B0 )C2,4 ∓ 2 qe B n C1,3 + m C4,2 = 0.
(A.14)

For further details into the form of the wave-functions of
the solution and the non-trivial spin coefficients we refer the
reader to ref. [24] (and [60]). The solution (A.18) ((A.19))
can be identified with the left- (right-) handed fermion. Comparing with (A.17) (for the particle (+) case, to which we
restrict ourselves below for concreteness - the corresponding relations for antiparticles are obtained straightforwardly
from (A.15) upon taking the − sign for the overall energy),
we then observe, that for a right-handed fermion particle one
has

(−E ∓ pz ∓ B0 )C1,3 ∓

As follows from (A.14), the energy levels are split in Landau levels, parameterised by a non-negative integer n =
0, 1, 2 . . . , and in the presence of B0 > 0 (in our case and
in our conventions) they are obtained from the dispersion
relation [24,60]:

E = − pz + B0 , C4 = 0, C2 = 0.

(A.19)

123
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| pz − B0 | = − pz + B0 ⇒ pz < B0 ,

(A.20)

while for a left-handed fermion,
| pz − B0 | = pz − B0 ⇒ pz > B0 > 0.

(A.21)

These relations imply that the left-handed fermion particle
total energy at the lowest Landau level n = 0, reads:
(n=0)
EL

= pz − B0 , 0 < B0 < pz < +∞,

(A.22)

while for the right-handed-fermion energy one has
(n=0)

ER

= − pz + B0 , −∞ < pz < B0 .

The range of the momenta pz is important, and in fact in
[46], this range was different, with its finite bounds being
zero. This lead erroneously to B0 contributions to the CME
(A.5). This is not the case with the momentum range (A.22),
(A.23). Indeed, let one calculate the induced electrical current
density as a thermal equilibrium ensemble [24]
(A.24)

with
j (n=0) = −qe
L ,R



2
j = qe B
4 π2



+∞



d p̃ f ( p̃ + μ L ) − f ( p̃ + μ R ) ,

(A.27)

0

which is also independent of B0 . The total particle plus
antiparticle current is independent of B0 , and given by
(A.23)

j (n=0) = j (n=0) + j (n=0) ,
L
R

where, in order to arrive at the result given in the second line
of (A.26), we have changed the integration variable pz −
B0 → p̃ (and as far as the first integral of the right-handside of the first line is concerned, we also made the change
p̃ → − p̃). The right-hand-side of (A.26) is independent of
B0 . In a similar way one calculates the antiparticle current J ,
taking into account that for antiparticles μ L ,R → −μ R,L :

(n=0)

dp y dpz ψ L ,R γ ψ L ,R f (E L ,R − μ L ,R ),


2   +∞
j + j = qe B
d
p̃
f ( p̃ − μ R ) − f ( p̃ + μ R )
4 π2 0
 2α
 (A.28)
− f ( p̃ − μ L ) + f ( p̃ + μ L ) =
μ5 B,
π
with α = qe2 /4π (which coincides with the fine structure
constant if qe = e, the fundamental electric charge). This is
the standard CME (A.5), being proportional only to the chiral chemical potential, and independent of the axial-vector
background B0 and temperature. This is in agreement with
the result of [23], derived using energy conservation arguments, and also with the general expectations from the theory
of quantum anomalies, as discussed above.

(A.25)
−1

is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
where f (E) = e E/T +1
at a temperature T , and μ L(R) are the chemical potentials of
the left (right) particles, with μ L(R) = μ − (+)μ5 the chemical potentials for left(right)-handed fermions, ψ L(R) , with μ5
the chiral chemical potential, and μ the chemical potential
for the (non-chiral) fermions ψ. The wave-functions ψ L ,R
are obtained from (A.12), (A.13) in the chiral limit m → 0,
upon replacing the energy E by E L ,R , respectively. Details
of the solutions are given in [24], and will be omitted here.
We only give below the final result for the average particle
current (A.24) (it can be shown [24] that the higher Landau
levels n = 0 contributions to the current are zero, hence from
now we omit the superscript (n = 0) in the notation for the
current, for brevity):
2    B0
j = qe B
dpz f (− pz + B0 − μ R )
4 π2
−∞
 +∞
−
dpz f ( pz − B0 − μ L )

=

B0
2
qe B
4 π2

123



+∞
0



d p̃ f ( p̃ − μ R ) − f ( p̃ − μ L ) ,

(A.26)
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